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_ I. Introducdon, 

Micro-M ydropower Schemes in Pakistan D -. r 
* , 

. . . 1’. I. . . .d’ ‘. 
: . z -* 

- , c- 8. 
; ‘. ,,_ ‘, 

In the m&1970’s, the Appropriate Technology D,evelopment Organi&ation (ATDO), with - b 
* , 

the technical consulting-servicesyand .s$port -of Dr. M. Abdull 
\ “’ 

e North.West .n 
-. 07 

Frontier Province (NWFP) ’ U.nive&ity of. Engineering and0 Technology, Peshawar ! ‘ . 
launched a program to disseminate: sm’all hydro technology, and install mi&$hydro’ _: .-I 

\ 

plants in remote rural villages in northern Pakistan: Their objective’has been to create - .s ‘ i- 
appropriate? designs whose technology .and cost “can be absorbed* by the local G : c 

D _ D _ 

population. population. Ranging from about 5 kW to 15 kW; approximately t.wo dozen plants have Ranging from about 5 kW to 15 kW; approximately t.wo dozen plants have 

been installed to date,.. at’ a pace quickening ‘with time a’s:.:ews”of these installations . . been installed to date,.. at’ a pace quickening ‘with time a’s:.:ews”of these installations . . - - r r I I ‘a- . ‘a- . “. “. ii . ii . 
becomes m-ore widely known: becomes m-ore widely known: ‘A similar.~num&r of plants; ‘ranging in s&e up to 50 kW; ‘A similar.~num&r of plants; ‘ranging in s&e up to 50 kW; ’ ’ ..a . ..a . * * m m 
are. also under construction. In addition to generating electrical pow.er primarily at Q 

” .Y - $q. >’ . 
night to replace wood or expensive:f ossil fuels used for lighting, direct Shaft power is * 
‘A -2. i . 2 f . 
used to drive a variety of tools4*and agro-processing equipment at a number of sites 

during the day. I- . .O I = < c * : .i . AI .,i 
L I.. . 

D 

’ 0 

impressive ~accomplishment~ of implementing a .grow&number of :. a. . . . . ., . 
schemes in remote rural’ villages, another unique ‘feature of this + 

in - ;_ 
low cost pe’r installed kilowatt of these schemes, a _ I 
-’ S5OO.j kW iin 19gl ,doll&s). This low cost .is l y - - r b 

: primarily attributable to three factors: = j : ; . . j a . 
-0) non-conventional use of readily available materials; 

1 0 m :’ , - 

. 
j .Xx 

‘1. 
(2) - design*-yiteato the=realities; and, I , 

_, (3) ” 
e. 

jc= -community involvement in the initiation, implementation, manage-. 
D , 

-p .$. 1~. 
ment, operation, and maintenance of the hydropower schemes. - , ~ . , 
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At a time when .the high cost .generally associated with small hydropower schemes is. 
. . 

often used as an aigument against their Lappropriateness, the Pakistani exception to the 
.’ , . 

‘b 
rule prompts a more detailed .descrLption of this experfence. How were these schemes z, 

- I 1 _ 
< implemented’! Wh.at .specific approaches were a.dopted to hold $own costs? What 1 , 0 i ‘., 

constraints exist in app?ying this approa?zh to other geographical and cultural areas or to , 
n 

!” larger-schemes? / ’ . ai 
4 

: 

II. Background 7 

In stark contrast’td the flat plains which’extend over a large portion of Pakistan, the 
L 

.> northern part of. the country presents physical as well as demographic obstacles to . i &; 7 
extending roads and electricity grids and developing other physical infrastructures to in 

serve its people. -The steep, rugged, ‘stone- ’ .., - :- 1 
,’ 

” 
studded mountains;. rendered even more ’ ,-J 

*. 

austere by the dearth of trees,. discourage 

inroads. And among -these mountains, 
. . 

villagers in scattered and- relatively isolated 
I ij 

communities eke out ,a living off the 

inhospitable terrain. Greener irrigated plots 

of land are generally restricted to narrow 
z= 

strips on the. -slopes bordering ~ perennial 
i 

streams in the valleys. The areas’ farther 

removed, if cultivated at all, must make the 
‘+ 

most of the low rainfall in the region. 
B 

B 

Dr. Abdullah’s interest and a -b ive involve- 
*. 

Fig. 1. This view overlooking the 
Barkalay powerhouse (arrow) shows 
terrhin which .is typical of the areas 

ment in the area of small hydropower was served by ATDO’s micro-hydro 
schemes. 

triggered by the concern’that gre,w out ‘of ‘the 
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, 
1973 oil crisis. \ As an immediate outgrowth of that crisis an increasing number of 

\ . 
organizations ,/and‘ programs w.orldwide began to address 

’ 4. 
problems caused by a 

dependency on imported oil. However; because of the enormity of the problem; ,- ‘, 
‘governments in numerous countries generally showed little real concern or capacity for 

\ meeting the relatively insignificant energy needs of those in the rural areas, both for 
: 
. ,. replacing cost-ly fuels, especially ‘kerosene and diesel already in use as well as for _ -’ , 

providing them with some of the basic amenities already.available to those in the urban . . 
2. 

areas: * - r 0 1 
. . 

c 

In Pakistan, two alternatives for providing ?:electrical energy to the remote areas, 

without relying oQmported fossil fuels,-were -apparent. To the extent that the tiational 
. ;> _ _ - 

grid relied on large hydropower ‘generation of electricity, grid extension to t{ese areas 
-. _Pl 

K provided one such alternative. But the #annual development plan ‘of the Water and 
-- 

Power Development Authority (W APDA), the -agency responsible for _ electricity 
: .* 

generation, transmissisn, and distribution in Pakistan, envisions‘rural electrification ~-= 

i 
/ 

proceeding at the rate of about 1,000 villages annually. With three-quarters of the 

country’s 43,000 villages still not electrified, it m.ay well take decades to provide 
-4 

electricity to most of these villages. 
, 

The remoteness of the villages, the small 

‘population in each village, and the lack of incot-ife-generating-enterprises all~c.ontribute~ 
. 

to making rural electrification by extending the grid uneconomical.-. Under the present” . 
, . 

system, the average cost of electrifying a village, even one only several kilometers .* 
from .the ‘main grid, approaches Rs. 500,000*. ’ . Thus figure covers only the, cost- of 

distribution, not transmission. - ~~ 
.- .’ ( 

\ 

‘\ 

‘\ 
\. 

Another alternative for providing electricity,‘, to the rural-areas was the on-site . / 

autogeneration of power. In the early 1970’s, the Ministry of Water and Power installed \. 

* Rs. 1 = US $0.10 . 
,<’ 

/” 



several small hydropower plants along conventional lines but, at IJS $5,000 - $6,00O/kW, , 

this alternative proved equall’y as uneconomical. / 

Consequently, both the high costs implicit in pursuing either of these alternatives, grid 

. extension or autogeneration, as well as the logistical and organizational difficulties . 

involved seemed to preclude the possibility of providing electiical energy to the rural 

areas. If this end was to be achieved, it appeared necessary to develop a new approach, 
. . ” 

one designed to more appropriately address the Specific realities and problems 
i 

encountered in rural electrification in remote areas. 

Given their desire to make power available 

to those in the rural areas, the ATDO, under 

the Ministry of Science and Technology, 

initiated a program to develop a more viable 

approach. Though hydropower resources 

could be found in a number of villages in the 
- . 

mountainous regions of the country, one 

factor which contri&ted to the high cost of 
‘L 

autogenerdtion wa; a reliance on commercial 
-2 

equipment and conventional designs. ___Also 

implicit in this was a need for skilled 

expertise to install a’nd to maintain’systems 

on a continuing basis. Consequently, the 

ATDO focused on developing equipment 

designs suitable for local manufacture, 
0 

designs more appropriate from the ,$abrica- 
‘- . -_ 

tion, installation, ,. . maintenance, operation 
1 

Fig. 2. An example of a simple design 
mused by the ATDO.‘: The steel pen- 
stock into the Barkalay po?&?house 
terminates with a rectan,guZar 
nozzle. The shaft with crois-flow 
turbine is supported by bearings on a 
small concrete base and wooden slats 
prevent water. from spraying out. 



and cost points of view. After ‘I s 1 

turbine design. fabricated of steel a: 
‘. 

provided ease of fabrication, usefu 

flow conditions most frequently f 

unavailable in Pakistan, the ATDO 

couple to the turbine. At that time 

generating set, a complete packag 

separately. Though these attempts 

/ 
Yi’e 
I 

ral attempts, the 

:he one most. suite 

efficiencies, and s 

P’ Jnd in .the area. 

Al so attempted to u 

t,( generators were 01 

e: of generator and 

.t. reconditioning g 
i, . 

_ ‘suitable Chinese generators later appeared on the local n 
. 

P 

-The ATDO also developed new designs for the civil WC 

Tn.0 adopted the cross-flow 

to local realities. Its design 

?med suited to the head and 

Since new generators were 

t reconditioned generators to ’ 

y being imported as part of a 

diesel prime mover, and not 

ierators were not successful, . 

rket. 

<s as well as a new approach 
, 

toward implementation. It adopted deiigns which stress the use of local materials 
;;* i 

rather than those imported into the are; and the use of 1 tally available manual labor 

%.Mr than machinery. 
. -‘.. 

w&h- ‘, -. 

And finally, the A?lJO sought to devise an administrative a\d management structure 

less costly to maintain and one more responsive to the needs of small scattered , - 

Fig. 3.. Simple earth he 
(canal) conveying water 
Eillona !i (1) powerhouse. 

adrace 
to the 
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\ : 

communities. A structure ,evolved whichminimized the need to rely on a central and““,;, 1 

-remote administration. The communities are each responsible for all aspects of their ] I !i 

own scheries. Decisions on such questions as tariffs, hours of operation, and 4 

distribution of power are all made locally as the need arises.. 
. ! ~ 1 

*. 
-- - ..- i- 

_. ..- _-: I&&41-y-in order to-get- the~teClinoIogy out into the ‘figid, several individuals supported . .a 1 
. i _ 

by the ATDP held discussions in villages where some water power potential was readily : -_ 
* 

apparent. They informed the villagers of the possibilities for tapping this power and . 
/ T 

-gauged their interest in undertaking such a p;‘oj.ect. Some villages dismissed the’ idea 
-i. 

while others took it up and made a nominal contribution of labor and cash. These latter 
0 

eventually served ‘as .demonstration sites, as exaws to other villages of what they ’ i 
---.- ----- - 

could accomplish if they have the’necessary interest and resolve. D -‘ 
, 

. . The. idea caught on. _ Initially, the ATDO envisioned that a team organizedpaahd 

supported by it would have to install each scheme. Rut it soon became apparent that, ‘, 
+A 

be-cause of the ent,.husiasm of the villagers and their ability to le‘arn quiCkly the skills 

I 

\ 
necessary to install these schemes, this responsibility. could easily be shared with , 

them, ,;The ATDO has also been able to decrease its financial contribution toward,these 
I I \ - 

schemes in line with its {mandate- of only providing financial support for the initial ’ ,&-’ 

development and disseminat’ n of %$ropriataechnologies. 
5 

Interest is snowballing -- I . ‘.. ‘, 
’ ----a@$ two dozen schemes h ve’been installed and more than three.dozen new sites’are 7 ._ 

/-- *, ‘I/ 
being-considered or under construction. Lillonai, the village where the first schem:was ._ - 

-/- . 
,c a.!., 

Installed,- rrov? has four.‘m&ro-hydro schemes while in the area &oun&Bishband, there _- - :./ .t :,,‘I --F. -% 
are three schemes in the-same small ~v%ley. All the plants installed to date continue to ’ ,.’ 

* oierate properly, jjroving the effectiveness of the ATDO’s approadh to implementing i _’ 



The team to coordinate the implementation of these schemes includes a full-time 
_ 

technician and a field officer who’ serves as an administrative assistant and maintains 

&tact with the villagers. Both of these individuals are assigned by the ATDO to work 
---__ 

-_ with Dr. Abdullah under *his direction. In addition,>wo colleagues from fhe univer . _--. .? Ad 
w one civil ~Ed--o~ne electrical engineer, assist with site inspections and i&rpJe_mentation, ~~ .~.. __ _.. __-.--- l.-.--_-- -~--A --~ . I 

-. Personnel from either the university ‘workshop or a private workshop fabricate the 
0 

turbine according’to’specificqtions preparedby ‘Dr. Abdullah: 
’ , ‘. 

I . 

. 
Give- very limited staffing and resources, 

. 

I the ATDO has installed ,hydropower ‘* 

schemes in villages in a fairly large geographical area in the mountainous regions of i( 0 
northern Pakistan, in the Swat; Dir, and Kaghan districts in the NWFP and in Gilgi$ in ’ 

the Northern Areas. These villages, which generally include several hundred 

inhabitants, are far from t.he‘ electrical grid. Whereas some may be situated by a dirt 
Y . 

road, others ,may be half a day’s walk-away. Agriculture on irrigated or rainfed terraces /’ 

provides employment and-a meager cash income for most.. 
~/,’ 

,’ 

. 
, _’ 

III. Implementation and Operation 
. . i 

The ATDO adheres to no rigid strategy in “implementing their rural micrshydro \ 

schemes. rfheir approach can be considered in that it is flexible. Just as a 
I _(. 

turbine is designed for specific site pproach taken in implementing 
_I 

these schemes caters to the social and economic circumstances existing at the site. 

,; 

entire’ village, it would be naive to overlook the often intricate interrelationships And 
i+ 

implicit constraints to acfion inherent in a tiaditional village setting and to assume that / /’ . . ‘4 r 
thg “village” will request! assistance in exploiting its hydropower resources. Th@issue is /” 

-c I / I / 
further complicated by the fact that implementing such a project requires access and” . . 

1 . . i , ,/’ . - i 
I I 7 . -! 
! ,.- : / 
I 

I 



" 

rights to water, to a suitab1.e site for the powerho+use, and to land through which yater 
I. t ;i / 

is to be conveyed, usually in a”n open canal, from the river to, the powerhouse. 
i 

r Consequently, it is an individual or a small group who- takes the initiative, those-w-ho, -- &:., - : 

p Itly bde of their economic and/or social position, retain the respect and trust’of 
i -- -..--.. .-.- _.-___ _____ \ ” 

---,I he villagers.. They -may be tradition-a! village leader:, local entrepreneurs, the manager ” 7 \ 
’ of a local cooperative, or-a resident landlord. The group may also include the owner of 

\ 

/’ 

. I\, 

-z the land on which the hydropower plant is be built. 
\ 

?‘ i ._ to This naturally simplifies ’ A / 
/ implementing any potential scheme. Generally this venture is not formalized although 
/ !\, 

I 1” 

.s 
,,, the villagers are encou,raged to register with the cooperatives department of the 

‘! l\ 

i: 

. * 
provincial government to avoid any ,,future problems as well as to have access to 

‘\,\ 

a, 
benefits, especially loans, available through this department. 0 

L .- 

Already operating schemes provide the impetus for a growing awareness of, the benefits 

which result from developing a village’s hydropower potential’ and for subsequent 

’ . requests to the ATDO for assistance. After a specific request for assistance has been 
I 

received from the villagers, the ATDO first ascertains whether the national grid ‘is to 

be extented into the area in the foreseeable future. If no extension Is planned, then one 
‘x, 

. ?r more members of the ATDO team visits the village to assess its po;cential for 

hydropower development, to inquire into the villagers’ objectives, and to advise them 

about possible implications of their decisiqns and of costs, mdnetary and otherwise, that 

would be involved. All&ages of the work, from the construction of the civil works 
/-A 

through t.0 household wiring, are explained. 
,/,/ : 

The ATDO only approves the project if, 

after d&ussions with the villagers, it is satisfied that the entire community will share D 

in the accrued benefits. If it is apparent that this point is in question,‘the ATDO delays 

I or withholds any potential assistoance. This measure indirectly tends to nudge the 

community into fruitful cooperation. 



If villager interest appears well founded and genuine, the ATDO discusses&he roles of 

each of the parties concerned. The civil works which will have to be built are also 
: 

discussed with the villagers who; in turn, will undertake the construction by both 

purchasing the necessary materials (possibly cement, timber, and/or wire) and pioviding 

the necessary labor. Desi.g$s for the civil works are discussed. The ATDO .does not 

prepare engineerirg drawings since villagers cannot understan: them. Instead, small 

wooden models are used on occasion to convey the design of ;ome of the components of 

the civil works. A model of a forebay, for ‘. 

example, might be presented since this is an 

unfamiliar component to most. On the other 

hapd, headraces :&, are familiar, having been a 

component 
‘L of their irrigation systems for 

cent-usies. Since there are no critical aspects z;m!gL&, 
: :. 1. L *2.yf :, 

in the-constr.uction of the civil works, the 

villagers undertake this work themselves 

under the direction of the initiators of the 

scheme. Whereas masons and carpenters are 

often found in the ;illages, an electrician to 
D 

undertake the household wiring might only be 

found in the larger towns. The villagers are 

c 
responsible to locate an electrician who, in 

Fig. 4. A temporary structure nacross : 
the river diverts a portion of the 
water into an irrigation canal at the 

turn, might pass the necessary skills on to right. Similar structures are used 

resident villagers. The villagers‘.themselves 
with hydropower schemes. 

5 

install; the distribution lines. Depending on the circumstances, if the initiators of the 

scheme have more immediate access to cash, they mi&ht provide the necessary 

materials and the remainder of the vi lagers might provide the labor. The ATDO 

determi,nes the portion of the total cash outlay to be covered by the villagers based on 
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n 
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_ * 
.i 

. 
I 

__ -’ 
_A’ 

~ I: / 

their ‘financial resources. To avoid any possible misunderstandings, it is ATd6s policy ” 
m 

* 

. to avoid” handling any cash contributions made by the villagers. With the monies they 
* L _‘- 9 

have collected, the villagers themselves purchase whatever matvials are necessary. 

i.. 

. 

During the ‘iourse of the site work; the ATDC) provides the villagers with technical 
? 

guidance wh$n ,.necessary. 
,’ 

At the same time, the university workshop or a;private 
. 

workshop .in Peshawar fabricate the turbine. Because of its simple design, a village- * 
1 

i ,. 1eve.l technician with experience in sheet metal work and welding could fabricate the 6 
K - r t 

turbiniin sever@days. But with limited staff, ni effort has yet been made to train 

local tzchnicians. Generators are purchased and stocked in sufficient numbers so that 

they are available when required. When the .villagers co?plete the site -works, the . 
- \ 

ATDO team provides guidance in in+ling the turbogenerating equipment. 
i 

From the 

b 
time that ‘a framework for the imp!ementation of the project’has been worked out and ! 

any disputesi such-as those concerning land or water rights or accessibility to future 
:> 

gz 7 
electrical power, have been resolved, the entire project can be completed in 3-4 I_--. 

1 _ . . 0 r .- --’ 
-- months. i - 

_- / , 
\ - 

F . i L 

A villager designated by the community operates and maintains the plant. For a few 

days after compl-etion of the installation, -th.e local operator runs the plant. with’ - -. ‘. . 

‘assjstance from the A-TDO staff, learning .the various tasks necessary for proper ,---NM 
-- 

’ ‘\ “, 1 $ ’ .- --- 
oper,ation of ihe plantysince no g&&or 

r 
_A’ is incor.porated in the system, a principal task 

0 
of the operator is manually regulating the equipment thr&gh the night. Though the . 

-I 
,,” lights around ‘the village‘ are generally provided with a switch, this lighting load; wtikch 

, ; _,“ ,( 
/” provides the principal load on the generator, does. not vary markedly. The operator, 

; 
” . ’ _/ a( 

there,fore, is not required to continually adjust the water into the turbine to keep pace 

/’ _A / 

‘with.changes in the electrical load. After early evening when most of the lights are or!, 
A- 

the only major change occurs several hours later as the villagers prepare to retire for - t_ 



the evening. Thereafter, the ;JLoad is 

maintained at.a fairly constant, low level and 

the plant is shut down at or before daybreak. 

: 
The initiators of the project often also 

‘ 

manage the system, undertaki g opemtional 

$ 

. 

decisions,. including setting a t iff, in league 

with the affected villagers, although this is 

generally not formalized. Equitable 

operation under these circumstances depends 

I on a mutual trust which has evolved over the 
. 

years. In cases where the same canal serves . , 

for both irrigation and power generation 

(Fig. 5), power generation is relegated a 

subordinate position and, during the 

Fig. 5. The Barkalay powerhpuse a 
utilizes excess wqter available from 
an irrigation canal which cuts across 
the terrain a short distance uphi& 

irrigations periods, the plant is either shut down dyring critical hours or days or else ’ 

operated at reduced power. Whenever required, the villagers contribute their. services . ..- 

and carry out the necessary maintenance work on the civil works without waiting for 

*.. 

external assistance. The ATDO, through its staff which makes occasional v,isits and 
, ..i 

shares experiences, maintains a strong link with the local communities. 

A tariff for th> consumption of electricity bytt-e villagers, which is amenable to all, is 

, 
generally set to cover some of the general recurring costs. In one instance, the landlord 

who initiated the scheme provides free power to those who provided labor toward its 

construction. Commonly, however, a fixed monthly rate per bulb .(generally Rs. 4.) is 
- ._ ,.. 

set and villagers are as&ed to use bulbs in .the range of 40 W to 60 W. tiost homes have 

i. three to four incandescent bulbs. No current limiting devices are used. The villagers 



4’ 

involved in the first project implemented with ATDO assistance (about a 10 kW unit at , 

Lillonai) decided to install individual energy meters (at a cost of Rs. 180 to each of the 

1 eighty consumers) simply because that was the conventional approach used in urban 

areas. In this case, the tariff is set at Rs l;OO/kWh and the total monthly revenue 
.P 

/. collected fro-m the villagers is about Rs. 900. With initial guidan& from the ATDQ 

staff, the manager of each scheme maintains an up-to-date regisfer of all accounts. 

Non-payment of the tariff can result in disconnection of power. Government agencies 
c 

Ij do not collect any revenue or levy any taxes on these installations. 1 

I? 

/ . 

Lighting is the principal end-use of thk electrical power generated although some 

appliances, such as fans, irons, arc-welders, drills, and televisions, are used 

occasionally. At one site, an electrically driven wheat thresher/corn sheller is operated 

in the field. ‘It is moved to convenie&.locations around the-village and electricity is 

tapped from’ a nearby distribtition’pole. The AfDO encourages other income-generating 
;L+ 

end-uses and provides information on availability and cost of industrial and/or 

processing equipment of suitable capa’city. 

Fig. 6 . An 
wheat thres 
from ‘the 
schem e. 

I 

/ 

electric motor-&iveti 
:heF drawing its power ’ 
Barkana hydropower 
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n 

Fig. 7. In addition to 
g&era ting electricity, .a be1 t- 
drive from the turbine (below 
fl oar 1 eve11 drives numerous 
tools at Lillonai (1). 

At a number of sites, cottage industries have been established which utilize dir&t 

mechanical power from the turbine to drive a variety of tools. These include flour 

mills, rice hullers/polishers, band saws, rock-salt grinders, wood lathes, cotton gins, and 
u 

workshop grinders. These are generally used during the day When electricity is not 
. . 

generated. At some sites, the owner of the land on which the powerhouse is located 

purchases his own equipment. In cases where a cooperative undertakes a micro-hydro 

scheme, the provincial Department of 

Agriculture and Cooperatives provi&G 

loans for end-use equipment. A number of ’ 
F 

ban:; in Pakistan have introduced schemes 

to advance loans to farmers for agro-’ 

processing equipment powered by micro- 

hydrb plants. 

L 

I 

\ 
Fig. 8. A band sa W7+opiration 
at the Bishband powerhouse/ 

. workshop is coupled 
belt to the turbine. 

bY a fl at 

ATDo 
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IV. Technical Design 

., 
Appropriate designs-of both the components and the entire system account for the . . . - - .- ‘. 
reiatively very low costs incurred in implementing, the ATDO micro-hydro schemes as 

well as for the possibility of’ using the villagers themselves‘ to install, operate, and \ 1 

inaintain the schemes with the minimum of outside assistance. -F ’ e P 

A. Civil *Works 

One area in which the’ use of loca 1 i c * 

. 
2& 

materials is maximized is in the construction of a. 
I 

‘the civil works. Not only does this noticeably reduce costs, but it permits the use ’ 

r 

- L : * 
of materials and construction techniques with which the villagers are alkeady fami- 

liar. Once involved in the construction, the villagers are then more awarq’of the 

operation of the various components of the system and pre in a better position ,to 
> i 

. maintain the civil works in ‘working order. .’ _ ” . , 1 - i F 

e 
_ . _ - 

1. Intake Area - . .I 

” 
i A temporary diversion’structuie, a low wall of stones across the stream, directs 

> 
I a portion of the flow into the intake. A major aPdvantage’ of this temporary l . , 

* diversion is *that, during Reriods of heavy rains and ,flobding, it easily washes 
.p 

away,, no longer restricting the flow of the stream.nor focusing it finto the’ 
‘, .k .d I 

intake. The floodwaters, along with potentially destructive boulders arid debris 

-’ 

carried down the river, continue downstream unhindered. The villagers can 
a -f 

then easily reconstruct the diversion after the flood waters havesubsided. And e D , 
if possible,. the ‘actual intake itself is placed so that ‘the naturaI contour ‘of the.. 

,_,_ _. _ . 
land, rock outcroppings, or large boulders protect it from flood water-s.-.and. 

ci’ ,,’ ” i 
water~borne-debris. In this manner, an intake for a micro-hydra plant issimilar 



dotting the local streams for generations (Fig. 4). -No new skills have to be , 

brought in from outside the community. Permanent dams or diversion 

structures used elsewhere requirk high-cost materials (concrete and steel) 

which must be purchased outside, new areas of expertise which must be 

introduced into the area, and proper &“‘ . 

* 
engineering* studies which must be 

\ 
carried out. 

.-. 

<” 
Y 

, 

a 
2; Headrace 

At the majority of sites, the head- 

race -closely”parallels the river. It is 

similar to the traditional irrigation 

canals used in the region except 

that, in order to convey the larger 

flow that is usually required for 

power generation at low head, it may 

be of slightly larger cross-sectional 
\ 

dimensions. It is generally an 

Fig. 9. An earth headrace conveying 
water to the AZpuri powerhouse. 

Fig. IO. A portion of- 
headrace constructed 
concrete and supported 
masonry pillars, 1 eading 
the powe #r-house (behind 
trees) at Bunji. 

the 
of 
bY 

f to 
the 

’ . 
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unlined earth canal. Occasionally, when a portion of the headrace is built _ _._ -.-...._ 

above the original terrain or goes through soils which are porous, that portion .I 

may be lined of concrete or constructed of masonry (Fig. 10). There are no 

settling-~-ponds; instead,- any settling which occurs ?l@zs- so in the headrace 

itself. Consequent’ly, depending on the site, a headrace may have to be cleaned 

out on a monthly basis using village labor ‘and this may ‘take a few days. 

- !; 

Probably the only kind of settling area which might be included in the scheme 

in order to save on these labor inputs would be a structure lined of concrete and 

desi properly gned, but this would involve increased cost. In selecting an 

appropriate design, the tradeoff between cost and labor must be considered, 
0 r 

The approach actually adopted in Pakistan suits local realities well. Labor is 

generally more readily available than capital and, in any case, the lay of the 

land oftebrecludes 
,t 

finding sufficient land for,an adequate settling area. -,, x 
r 

Forebay B 

The headrace terminates in a forebay which is ,,the only structure using a 

relatively substantial quantity of concrete. Even so, the actual portion of the 

forebay conveying the water is small, often with approximately the,same, cross- 

. . -.. 

Fig. 11. Trashracks 
just before the intake 
to the oiZ-&urn pen- 
stock at AZpuri. 

I 16 ; 
-. 



Fig. 12. A nearly vertical 
wooden penstock leads to 
the turbine in the Bish- 
band powerhouse. 

4. Penstock 

section as the headrace itself (Fig. I I), and it is only on this immediate portion 

that concrete is used. The forebay used serves neither to store water nor to 

permit substantial settling to take place. A spillway is provided either before 

the water actually enters the foiebay or as part of that structure. Also 
.< 

included as part of the forebay is a manually operated, wooden sluice gate 
4 

which is used either to completely shut off the flow into the penstock or to 

control the flow of water. To eliminate bends in the penstock.and to minimizq 

its length, the forebay is often placed as close t4 overhead of the powerhouse 

as practical (Fig. 12). Accordingly, the foundation for the forebay is often built 

up above the natural terrain. To minimize use of concrfle$$ oundation is 
P n 

often constructed of dry-rubble masonry (Fig. 13). Generally it is only on the 

upper portion of the forebay structure, that portion that actually contains the 

water, that concrete is used. 

A range of materials is used in the construction of the penst’ock. Sites with _. 

heads exceeding about six meters usually use a conventional, relatively costly, 

steel penstock pipes which are fabricated in town. The flanged pipe sections . - 
1 d 



., 

Fig. 13. A close-up view 
of the dry-rubble masonry 
f orebay structure and 
wooden penstock at 
Bishbnnd. 

are then transported to the site where they are bolted together, A gate valve 

is included just before the nozzle, eliminating the need to run up to the intake 

4 ig. 14. CM-drum pens-n5 
_ o the turbine which is-placed below 
floor Zevel at the Lillonai (1) 
powerhouse. 

of the penstock each’ time the flow 

has to be change: to match the load. 
I 

-a_ 
At lower head sites, 200 ’ litre oii- 0 

drums are sometimes used (Fig. 14). 

These -are generally welded in pairs, 

bottom to bottom, and then trans- 
,‘-.- .,j 

ported to’ the site where they are 
* 

secured together with clamps. Or, at 

the lower end of the cost spectrum, 

wood which is sometimes .locally 

available in fair abundance is also 

used (Fig. 15). 
_---- 

These peristocks of 

.----- rectangular cross-secti‘on are fabri- 

. 

cated of heavy, longitudinal planks, \ 

secured by large nails where appro- > 



-. 
“A.,, 

I ‘-----. 

ATDO 

priate and reinforced by occasional 

wood and steel clamps. ,The inner 

~ surface- and joints are ,pain+ed over-m 
--I 

? with coal tar to seal any small 

openings. If the penstock is con- 

structed of either oil drums or wood, 

no gate valve is used. Instead, the 

flow is controlled by plating a board 

across t-he in&e to the penstock. 

The respective . positions of the 
- 

forebay and powerhouse are usually 

selected to minimize penstock length 

for the available head, that is to 

--+=N 
maximize slope, and to avoid the need 

/ for any bends along the penstock. The 

penstock is consequently fairly steep 

I 
1 

1 / I i 19 
\(’ 
1 

Fig: 15. 
for use 
hydra scl 

Wooden penstock 
at the micro- 

Peme at Mandal. 

Fig. 16; A view of the turbo- 
generating area below floor level at 
the Lillonai (1) powerhouse. The last 
oil drum used in the penstock is 
tapered to form a rectangular nozzle 
leading to the turbine (under wooden 
cover). Also visible is the generator 
and separate exciter. 

. 



and usually about 5 - 15 meters long. 

The upper e!d of the straight penstock 

is incorporated *ithin the wall of the 

foreba’y. The- lower portion ends with 

a Srectangular nozzle f abricatkd of 

sheet steel (Fig. 2 and 16). At some 

sites, the longitudinal thrust of the 

penstock due to its wejght is virtually 

completely supported by -the mass of 

the forebay. At others, it is supported 

by a mass of concrete or stone in the 

/ 
power-house (Fig. 14 and 17). In both 

i 

~~ ~~ ~-~ -c-i7ses, &era1 thwst is supported by 

the forebay and the stone wall of the 

powerhouse. Because of the short 

length of the penstock, and its steep 

slope, anchors along its length are not 

f requdntIy used. 

Fig. 18. The Bishband 
pow lerhouse. 

4 

b 

. .._ --._ ---..___ -. 

. 

Fig. 17. Oil chum penstock at the 
-AZpuri powerhouSe. Operator’s bed is 
in foreground. 

1 
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. . ti 
5. Powerhouse __:..=---- ___ --- _-- 

- .--------- 
-Y--------~---- 

The powerhouse is generally constructed-of dry-rubble masonry with a timber 

roof and open on the downhill side (Pig. 18). To maximize the available head 

without having to expend a lot of effort excavating for the e&ire powerhouse, 

. 

the turbine is often set one to two meters below the level of the powerhouse 
. > 

f lobr. The two bearings-supporting the’turbine runner shaft are secured to a 
- ---.-- ___ ----- __ .’ 

concrete foundation.. The nozzle is fixed i~depende~ntly of the runner, with a’-“. 

clearance of up to a couple centimeters between the two. A simple galvanized ‘- --.___ 
‘---..___ /. 

iron sheet or-- wooden=cover is used over the runner to shield the bearings, 

pulleys, belts, and -generator from the spray of water emerging from the 

turbine. A single stage of several v-belts couple the runner with the generator, 

which in turn is usually located somewhat above the ‘t%bine, closer to floor . 
Y-x.. - level (Fig. 19). In addition to including the efectiicalYequipment.-requtred for 

the generation of electricity, the powerhouse may also serve as a workshop 

-. containing a variety of tools. These 

are driven by flat belts off a long 

intermediate drive shaft which itself 

is directly belt-driven by the turbine. _ 

Belts are simply. thrown over 

appropriate ‘pulleys ‘as the various 

tools are needed. 

Fig. 19. Generator and 
control panel at the Alpuri 
powerhouse. j4n old crgss-flow 
turbine is visible in the 
background. 

g 
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B. Turbogenerating Equipment ._ i 

C. 

* 

1. Turbine 

The ATPQ selected a crossrflow turbine as the most appropriate type because 
,&? 

it is suited to- the low &wds found Oat most sites and is ‘easy to fabricate, . .p ,-. \ 
requiring no precision-machining or close fite. The end plates of suitable I. 

diameter are cut from-6 mm mild steel plate and the blades of sufficient length 

are shaped by hammering strips of 3 m’m mild steel sheet to the proper 

curvature. With some unjts, blades are cut from steel pipe of appropriate 

diameter---The- end-plates--are marked to indicate the position-of the blades. 

- 

The components are arc-welded together and onto t e steel shaft. No jigs have 

-I 

e 
been used to date in the fabrication of the units and there has been no attiempt 

at standardization. 
.f .,’ 

3 
Both lab and field -measurements indicate, a turbine 

..--- ~~.~ i ~ _-. -- - 

efficiency of 50% -. 60%: 

,4+e, t 

.2; -Generator 

The generators used are made in the Peoples Repub<, of China and operate at 
\ * 

1500 rpm, usually generating three-phase ‘power at 220/X0 V. They have a 
I* : 

static excitation system and a manually operated vol,tage regulator. No effort 
’ 

is made to grpunti”‘the system. 
%,! 

A panel board often carries an ammeter for.. .- ,- ,A’ -\ , 
each,@@&: one or more voltmeters, and possibly- ‘a frequency m~eter. A main 
,I 

rGhermalcircuit breaker-box and switch fu?e inits are also included (Fig..20). ~ 

Having reduced the-cost of--many-components of .their micr&hydro schemes, the -J 

cost of the generator is now easily the largest component of the totai’cost 

(Table 1). To~reduce these costs, work towards local fabrication of generators 

~\h 
‘-.. 

is ,bel g. organized by the AThO and’.*undertaken at the University of 
\, ‘. 

~.-- --i ~.- * 

_ ‘ 
I_~ 



Fig. 20. Control panel at 
Lillonai C.IJ, ATDO’s first 
micro dro plant. Three 
other ants have since 
been installed in that 
village. ;g 

I 

Engineering and Technology, Lahore, with a grant from the ATDO. They have * 

built several 1000 rpm generators of locally available components and imported 

sheet steel laminations. Laboratory efficiencies of about 60% have been ” 

measured. Several units are about to be field tested. However, with a cost 

reduction of only 25% over the price for the imported Chinese generators, the 

-ATDO is examining whether large-scale local fabrication would ultimately 

prove cost-advantageous. i 

Governor 

No governor or load controller is used with the turbogenerating equipment to 

maintain a match between water power available and the imposed electrical or 
. 

mechanical load. Equipment, costs are, therefore, noticeably reduced. At 

lower head sites, where no valves are included alo.ng the penstock, the operator 

maintains the runner speed within acceptible limits by regulating the flow into 

the penstock with a wooden sluice gate included in the forebay. The penstock 

may then operate partially full, resulting in reduced head and jet velocity. 

When the turbine, which should continue to drive a generator at 1500 rpm, then 

23 
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operates at reduced head, it ‘operates at ,reduced efficiency. But; given the 
* 

adequate flows generally available in the headrace, this is of no concern. At 

higher head sites, a gate valve at the base of the penstock is used to control the + 

_ flow to the turbine. At’ reduced load, &e of the valve introduces disturbances i -: 

in the jet causing reduced efficiency, but this again is generally of no concern. 
. 

In actual operation,.there is lit$eneed for the operator to continually monitor 
1._ 

the net load or, more preciseiT; the frequency or voltage. The risk is actually 

greater that the operatbr will fall off to sleep because of the infrequency with 

which adjustments to the flow are required during the night. The operator 

remains near the unit all night. At one site, an alarm to alert the operator of , . - _ 
over-voltage conditions has been installed. Also included is an over-voltage + I 

P 
trip which then removes, the excitation from the generator if the operator- has 

not 1 taken the necessary corrective measures. For short durations, the * 

generators can accomodate the turbine runaway speed encountered whz the‘ 
I, 
excitation is removed. J . . . . 

I 

. C.. ‘Distribution. 

1 

3 \ 

1. . . 
j. :- . 

- -..- __ _ The powerhouse is generally’ {ocated close to the village_-a& no transmission system ” = 
---..“- oet _ 

Lf _ is necessary. A simple .distribh:on, line of suitably sized, .bare+‘copper wire serves to . 

carry the power to the consumers. PA &aximum voltage’ drop :is ,s~~-at60u--l-O,%. --- .- . _. __ 
I . . ,: 

Wooden poles support the lines. The section of these poles ynder ground level are . r) 0 . . 

painted with coal tar. No lightning arrestors. are included since lightning storms 
. ” :: * 

1 apparently pose little threat in the area. Of ten each phasz is distributed -‘to c-a 

__--- ‘. different part of the village and occasionally, 
_- 

one phase is kept at the ‘, 
. 
’ 

;‘ 

. ,, 

pow,Frhouse/workshop. Although, in the design of the’sctieme, an attempt is made * 
I 

L 
to balance the. average expected load on each phase, no attempt is made, to t. 

” 
.T I . = 24 I. * . . _ , * ,. ‘, f& * . ‘_ ! ’ .I --. ,I : -. / 



continually balance loads during operation 

of the system. 0 

& 

The wiring standard used varies from 

nationally recognized standards in the 

well-finished homes to rudimentary wiring 

in most of the stone, brick, and/or *mud- 

wall homes. In spite of this, no accidents ‘\ . 

have occurred to date. With some 

schemes, fuses are mounted on the power 
.: 

poles in addition to installing them in each 

home (Fig. 21). For lighting, incandescent 

lamps are used though the use of fluores- 

cent lamps is encouraged in cases where 

the consumer can afford the initial cost. 

v. costs 

Around 197Q;the ATDO prepared tables of 

r FigY 21. A power, poZe, wit@ street . 
light and fuses, at tlpuri. ~ 

3 

both the capital costs (Table 1) and 

recurring costs (Table 2) for IG the range of their micro-hydro schemes installed to date. 

This costing information is presented in Rupees (Rs. 1 = US $0.10). The unusually low 
1, 

cost per kilowatt for the ATDO’s micro-hydro sch&nes, ranging from US $250 -’ 

-$400 / kW (in I.978 dollars), is due to several factors: 

(1) low administrative costs; 

0 
0 

(2) contr,!bution by the villagers of all the labor; 

(3) ‘- maximum use of local materials; 
I 

(4) local fabrication of some of the equipment; 
t 



From: 

,- 
. . , .._ 

. 

i r 

2 
2 
‘D 
2 ’ d 
u 
z 
2 a 

5. 
7.5 

10. 

12. 

15. 

5,000 ’ 3,520 

6,000: 3,520 

7,000 3,5;10, 

8;500 3,520 

10,000 3,520 

19,370 4,OOo 23,,370 3,ai4 +,b?4 

23,970 6,000 29,970 3,196 3,996 

26,710 8,000 34,770 2,677 3,477 

30,300 9r600 39,900 2,525 3,325 

36,820 12,000 48,820 2,475 3,255 

TabZe 1. Breakdown of fixed costs 

Mini 6: &ro Hyde1 Plants, AT& 

for ATDO micro-hyde2 
. 

.2+s¶ 
l Ir 

5. plants. I_ 1 
r’- n 1 : I. 

.--~_(5) ’ 
- 

appropriate system design (e.g.,no attempt to:maximlze system effici$ncy, no ~ :‘r ’ ~__.--. - mmm_----~- 
governor, no full-time staff); Ii + 

_ - --~ _ ----- c ~__ 
(6) no provision for a profit margin in&ded in most castings for micro-hydro ~ 

installations; and, _ . - 
-. 

____ P 
\ 

(7,@ minimal use of costly technical expertise and supervision.’ .$ 
. 

The ATDO initially financed most of the machinery and materials required in the ‘, 

installation of the micro-hydro schemes. This was *as partly for promotional reasons -- 
. . . 

From: Mini h Micro H ydel Plants, ATDO _ -people needed to be aware of what the “product” 
2 

G 
_4 -0 

do- 
g 
2 

5r” was as well as its usefulness before they would 
“a x 

.z r- sv ‘;I 
.x p8 consider buying it. In aklition, capital is generally 

9 
g 4J5 

&y ~ I oc.:=~-“~ 
., Z’ 

z b in short ,subply in* rural villages. Now, as ‘the ..I I m xl z 
ci. = 2 m 2 

-8 -as 
5 

.‘, : 
CP : 

- - ~~~ technology is establishing itself fairly widely and 
l.aOo 

il 
5. 20( I 150 2,150 - 

- 
Q 7.5 1,800. 25( 1 200 2,250 

its potential use is becoming visible, the ATDO 
_* 

10. * 1,800 301 I 250 2,350 

,12. h a00 371 5 ,350 2,525: ’ 
contribution isi be&g phased out.! ’ Its role of l 

‘ 1 : 
15. 1 $00 45( I 450 ‘. 2,700 designing,.. and disseminating -this technology has 

Table 2. $re&kdb’ n ” 
and maintenanoe - ---_ , -. ___ I _ 
micro-hvdel dants. 

‘.__ wn 01 operaaon 
larg&y been completed. The loSal population and 

h 
’ costs for ATlIT) 

s,+. , - L-- -- ~--- i provincial authorities- are yarrying .an increasing * 



_ po] tion of the capital .costs. 1 At present, the cost of ATDO’s technical services and half 
” 

of the generator cost arc?Yov?red by @he ATDo! the other h-a!f of the generato. 
-1. _~~ ~.- __-~ 

FO$.~. 

bo’ne by the NWFP provincial government, and the civil costs are covered by the. 
i * 

villagers. The,cost of the tur-djmaterials necessary for the distribution and house -^ .! P 
wiring is split up among the three parties depending upon the situation. ^ 

The ATDO has also performed a cost an~ysis f.or”‘t”he same size plants as those noted 
a; : 

previously.. Fof: this anal&, the ATDO,assumed, a plant Ii& of-25 years, a 13% interest 

i 
From: Mini & Micro Hy 

D 

13,140 

19 ,?io 
26,280 

31,536 

39,420, 

12,483 

la,725 

24,966 

29,959 
q’i4 g 

,ants,g 
P 

19,370 

23,970 

26,770 

30,300 

36,820 

IO 

0.36 23,370 3,188 

0.28 29,970 4,089 

0.23 34,770 4,744 

a.21 39,900 5,443 

0.20 48,820 6,660 

Table 3. *Cost analysis for ATDO micro-hydel plants. 
.+ 

a rate, a 30% gplant factor, and distribution iosses of 5%. Their findings a”re noted in’ ’ ,y 0 
Table 3. For the range of power outputs covered by the ATDO micro-hydcd schemes, 

T@‘ ..^ . a 
costs/kWh generated range from US $0.02 - $0.04 / kWh (in 1978 dollars). ’ 
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c. j $I. Issues and Problems 
I 
j.. . 

,’ .:4 . ~~. -.- 
: Continui&g progress in implementing micro-hydro schemes i-n the rural areas of Pakistan 

and growing awareness of their potential is leading to an increased demand for 
r jr 

assistance. Several questions come to m&d: . 0 
1 

- _ 
A. Expaqding the Scale of the Program 

Is it possible to maintain the effectiveness of the present program and yet to I 

continue to implem,ent projects to keep pace with tincreasing demand for . . 
assistance? What constraints lie in the way of achieving this goal? 

.- 
-. . 

At present, responsibility for all design work’ and other technical assistance, 
* 
arrangements for financial support, administration, and coordinating activities , 0 
with interested villagers falls upon the very limited staff of three supported by 

the ATDO. Not only is much- time’ and effort taken up in addressing these 
./---- 

’ functioas per se but equally’as demanding is the time and effort required in . . 
#‘;p;_ 

covering ground, in i;isiting-the widely separated 
P 

llages in remote areas of the 

country. 

One approach-might be’to increase staffing-of this implementing organization and- 

possibly to open an “of$ice”“in each district wher@X&tantial work has been or is 
: 

‘i being undertaken. But this prompts two.further questions: 
. . ; .* 

: 

(1) What would be the source of financial sup&-t for this enlarged staff? .Could _ 
; 

-- 

the provincial government provide s&h:support? And if so,. would the 

program’s present eff activeness be impaired by accompanying -political -‘I 
/ 

contraintsj -bureaucratic ..ineff iciencies ,-and delays, and lack of’ s;af f 
D 

‘, ’ \ 28 _. ! 
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__.. ._-.. ._ .~ . ..- ..__ -. .-__.- ._.____ ._ ___--..- -.--- -... “--~ l ---.- 

motivation? On the other hand, by possibly redesigning its implementation 

- ---; - 7-- ’ strategy and passing on its costs to its customers, coul-dsuck Bn organrzatlon 

be virtually self-supporting ? Could the ens 

minimized by making loans available to those vi&iges undertaking micro- 

hydro schemes, loans which could then be repai=ecting monthly fees 

without increasing those f-e& from those present&y=8i%rged? Or would this ,I’ , 
_ .~~. -~~ 

place tn 3nacceptabie burden on those-inthe-rural~__ : ~.__-~ 
I .’ * 

(2) And, assuming that the financial problems can be resolved, can individuals : _ _. -.. 
with the same dedication to the job that is apparent among the present st’aff , 

be recruited? This can well prove to be a more difficult point to resolve. 

Though,’ work in rural areas is often personally rewarding, it is very 

demanding. That may well be one reason why, while resources continue to 

pour into the’ urban areas, the rural sector is generally largely’ neglected. * \ A 
Dr. Abdullah has already attempted recruiting but his experience to date ’ 

confirms, the difficulty that will be encountered. Not ‘only must the 

potential candidates be willing to undertake’ the work but other factors such 
* 

as their age, motivation, and sensitivity must also, of. course, be c’onsidered.- - - - 

\ .*’ 
. 

.-. 
B. Increasing the Capacity of the Plants 

The, hydropower plants implemented to date by the ATDO have had’ cabacities ’ ,..... . 
ranging up to approximately 15 _kW. ,Economically, its approach appears very i 
attr&tive, especially in view of general experience with small hydropower 

projects undertaken by the public and flivate sectors around the world (Fig. 22). 1 
f 4 

Can the ATDO approach be. applied to the impl;ementation of larger schemes? -, 
. 

i i; .~ .~. .* -, 
..~ -... ._..-. --- !-ky_~Esdjn~rde3sing sjz.e~chang~.-the-‘eral~ design?, What new problems might be . I 7 i 

i’ a encountered? . 
I 
I 
! 
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One factor which cannot be avoided 

when generating increased power is 

the requirement for an increased 

flow of water and/or, an increased . 

head. This introduces several 
_ ~_._~~~~ .~~~-~--- --~-~~ 

possible problems in the imolemeh- 

tation of larger proiects. In the firs!-- 

place, sit.es near adequate (load . 0 
\.. ’ 

Conventional 
approach 

100 200 300 

centers where these conditiond are 
. 1 

Power Output (kW’) 
,. ,. 

-,.. 

met .must fit-St be found. Secondly, . ‘Fig. 22. Comparison between the &$-; 

where’ sufficient water is found bbt 
costs of ATDO-sponsored schemes and ’ 

: conventionalZy impl&?iented -~ -small ~-. 

is limited at times because of other 
hydra projects. . 

e c - / I -. 
9 end-uses for that. yater, especiall.y for irrigation, conflicts’ might arise. Any 

.’ 
water .used by a hydropower plant is lost’to productive land between the elevations 

. 
of the intake and the tailrace, though it is, of coujse, again available at 0; below 

e o 
the elevation of the tailrace. And finally, a laigyr’ scheme might well involve 

-~ more extensive : civil.. w’orks wvich. cauid occupy__at’. .interfere-wti.pEesently . -. ~~~ _-. ~.~ 
.” o \ 1 

productive lands,.- causing further Eonf licts. The small ATDO schemes already 
-L .~ -~ ~~~ 

lmpleniented are either zwell integr ted within the existihg system of--i_rdgation or ’ \ 

else dccupy short strips of land which are sit’uated along the,river, land whi?h is i \ 
unsuited for agriculture. 

i : \ b * 

The low ,capital outlay required such as those 
. \ -; 

,insIalled...-.by, the ATDQ- is -: a-...direct Consequence of -.t 

implementation (see pp. 25-26). The technical aspect-s of this-a 
*. 

iapplicable to larger schemes. Appropriate designs of tie ind _._, __ . . . . ,.. .._ .- _,.,... _._ , ,_ . .._..... _I... ~~_._,__.,.__... . . . ..__.. . . ,..... _ . . . . . . . _I ,...... <..-- .I- I .____.. . .._ . . . . . ...1..- _,. _ 



as well as of the overall system 

can continue to reflect the 

realities encountered in the e 

context of small decentralized 

hydropower. However, the use 

of increased flow and head with 

iarger projects will affect their. 

design. Increased flow will 

tend to imply civil works and 

turbines of -...larger cross- . . i 
sectional dimensions. In- 

creased head will imply a 

Fig. 23. The ATDO approach encourages self-. - 
reliance. Rather than relying uniquely o / 
stqre-bought steeZ pulleys, villagers sometimes 
construct their own pulleys of wooden half- 
sections bolted together. around the shaft and 
wrapped with a strip of canvas belting. 

greater working pressure imposed on the turbine and penstock. RJaterials used in 

the construction as well as designs adopted must reflect these changes. Though 

the approach of simply reducing the dimensbons of designs used for larger 

hydroelectric projects should continue to be guarded against when dealing with 

92 
small decentralized hydropower, 

.i P 
the designs and materials used with small 

3,’ I% 
projects will tend towards those used by these larger projects as plant capacity 

increases. This may well imply higher cost materials. 
~_ -\ 

fabricated turbines to.the test. ‘x, \ \ 

As a plant’s capacity increases, the accompanying larger and more varied. 
,T 

electrical end-uses may well require more sophisticated and costly governing and 

protective devices. Depending on the size and the layout of the villages which are 

to be tied to these pl’ants, transmission might have to be considered. To da-:e, 

costs have been maintained low because only. rudimentary protective devices are 

being used and no governing devices and no transmission are necessary. 

f 
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Whether the other, non-technical, can be. incorporated * in the 

implementation of 1 
7 

ger schemes is uncertain. established in the 

k 
B 

community were, or any one of a variety of ‘reasons, jnstrumental in the initi 

and management of the small ATDO schemes to date. And these schemes w.ere 

implemented with substantial inputs and commitments from the local community 

whose bond, to these leaders was often based on a trust which had evolved over’ 

time. These factors reduced cost markedly and increased the viabiljty of the 

projects. Is this possible for larger schemes. 7 Schemes with a greater capacity 

_~~ wouldoften cover a wider geographical atea. Several villages might be involved. 

Is it still possible to find a homogeneity of interest and willingness to work 

together as a larger group. How large, and increasingly complex, a system can a 

virtually untrained individual manage and operate effectively? Would this require 

additional financial, managerial, and technical inputs-which would no longer be as 

readily available at the village level? 

Near Gilgit in the Northern Areas, the ATDO is presently implementing a 50 kW 

hydropower scheme, a size significantly larger than those presently installed. . 

fe further insights- into both the 

Fig. 24. Direct belt-drive 
powers grinding wheel (being 
used to sharpen a band --saw 
blade), wood Zathe (turning a 
leg for a bedJ, and grain milling 
machine in bhckground. 
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, 

problems that might be generally encountered in implementing and managing 

larger schemes and the costs that will be incurred. * 

_- 

C. Benefit to the RuralSector ‘I 

When all is said and done, do small decentralized micro-hydropower plants really 
,. 

contribute to an improvement in the lot of the rural poor? Or are the ‘.‘rich” the 

real beneficiaries? Is electricity a luxury, a projection of the felt needs of urban- 

based planners on the rural population? Goes it not make the .poor more 

dependent on forces largely outside their control for access to the necessary end- 

use appliances and expertise to maintain both the system and the appliances? 

The method of implementation of ATDO schemes relies on a few individuals to 
6 

initiate, coordinate, and manage the entire undertaking. But they, by virtue of 

their standing, economic or otherwise, are apt to benefit more . ectly from the 

villager inputs, both financial and labor, towards .the scheme 

(“_ 

Are the villagers 

assisting the “rich in getting richer” at their expense or are they reaping actual 

benefits in proportion to their inputs. 7 Can a villagerS,withdraw from the system, 

should he 50 decide, without. any net loss to himself? Over time, might the 
I ! 

Fig. 25. Workshop utilizing 
power generated at the 
Barkalay powerhou se. 
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manager of a scheme gradually manage the scheme to his own end on the pretext , 
\ that the villagers have already reaped benefits commens,urate with their original 

\ ._ 
contributions, both ,physical and monetary. Though these would appear to be 

possibilities, there seems to be no indication at present that these concerns- are 

warranted in the case of the ATDO-implemented micro-hydroschemes. 
--- 

’ Because the poor are often living not far beyond a subsistence level, they are / 
-. \ !$ 

often conservative, hesitant to accept new ideas which might compromi& their 
i 
!, 

, 

‘already- precarious economic position. But the fact that thewlagers do tap onto”, 
1.. [ 

the electricity system at the ATDO sites and seem willing to continue paying the- 
.- 

monthly tariff seems to indicate that they must feel it to their advantage, that it 

does improve their lot. The ATDO has.‘iecently &mpleted a survey of the impact 
,/’ 

of their work and their findings! are expected to be ayailable shortly; This might 

answer some of these questions. / . 
e- 

Assuming’ the schemes continue to be managed equitably,. are the stated villager 

benef ts, primarily electricity for lighting, actually net benefits? .If electricity 

replaces kerosene or wood which was previously used for the same purpose, any” 

net benefit cam be fairly easily determined. A cash value can be assigned to it. 

If, however; electricity -is-used because it is’ no-w available whereas nothing was 
. . 

used previously, the conclusion is not clear-cut. 
’ 

A new expense will definitely be /_ 

‘incurred on the part of the villager .and additional income will be required to cover 

it. In cases where newly introduced lighting contributes to iTcreased, income- , 
. ‘“. 

generating productivity, then net benefits can again be more easily 
1. 



this is a luxury not afforded self-supporting schemes which have no alternative but 

to cover the costs they incur. 

D. i Replication in Other’ Countries 

Given the prevailing trend of high cost per installed kilowatt for small 

decentralized hydropower installations around the world, the approach undertaken 

by the ATDO in Pakistan provides anattractive alternative. But two points must 
,. , ” 

be stressed. 

‘i 
: Firstly, the low costs of the small decentralized hydropower installations 

described in this case study are for plants with an output of 5,- 15 kW. Until 

plants with higher capacities are operational and experience has been gained, it 

would be erroneous to extrapolate from the qxperiences gained to date and to 

assume that the costs of hydropower installations would remain low for plants of 

, 

greater capacity=-that may or may not be the case. Further work in the field is 

necessary before the validity of this assumption can be substantiated. 

’ / 

Secondly, before it’ is assumed that such an approach and its associated low costs . 

can be replicated elsewhere even for installations of only small capacity, those 

aspects which have been instrumental in reducing the costs of the schemes 

installed with the assistance of the ATDO should be considered. Some of these ‘. / t 

aspects (see pp. 25-26) are clearly more easily replicated outside Pakistan than 

others. 

Local materials have already been used in hydropower installations of all sizes 

throughout the world, though there has often been a bias toward the extensive use 

of .expensive, often imported, “better” materials. Though incorporating locally- 



available materials in the design of hydropower schemes can be maximized to d 

reduce costs in other countries, care must be exercised. One obviously cannot . 
a . 

assume, for example, that since low$os? earth headraces are used in Pakistan, 

such a headrace design is apprapr.iate at other sites or in other regions. Though an. 
L 

attempt to maximize the use of local materials can always be made, the actual L ., 
. . 

extent to which these are used is site-specific.- 
. 

_._ G,- 
Y..-_ 

Not every developing nation may have the experience and capability of, for 
, . 

. 
_’ _I 

example,. Indonesia in fabricating turbines for a wide range of operating ,, ,.l . 
characteristics as well as associated hardware. However, in the low power range ‘.\ 

\ 
being considered here, most countries have the skills necessary to undertake at 

least some .local fabrication. Outside assistance might ‘iiitially be necessary in 

designing appropr?ate equipment =and in’ training -the staffs of local workshops. On 
_, 

the other hand, the necessary expertise might we4 be fo_unb in the country, ’ 

possibly in a unibersity or a government ministry’ or department. Whether this 
J, 

expertise is available for this purpose is, of course, still open to question. Local r 1 

fabrication of. turbines could lead to cost reductions and any decrease in 
‘1 

efficiency of the equipment could, in most cases, be easily offset by slightly 
:.- . 

-. 

increasing the capacity .of the turbine. ‘Local capacity for fabrication could also 
.-- s 

mean that turbines and related’$quipment could be repaired or replaced more 

easify when necessary. -- L \ 

- .’ 

Involvement of villagers in the implementation of the ATDO 

reduced the labor and administrative costs. -- . --- 

possible elsewhere would depend on yillager motivation 

commitment to the prpject, as well as on‘.possibly numer 

factors. Because of the varied forces at play in a. tra 
:, 



i\\ ‘1 I”. . ’ ement of villagers In any.rural development project rarely comes about on 

its own. In some cases, it may be difficult to initiate even with*external inputs. 
1 

Approaches to -appropriate system design which are similar to those used in - 
f 

-Pakistan are clearly also possible’, but individuals with knowledge’of the needs of, ‘b 

and realities in, rural communities, as well as of engineering aspects and options, 
! 

rn#st be found. Devising appropriate designs within a new context requires 
- 

creativity and flexibility and a need to often break. away from. conventional 

approaches. Finding appropriate individuals to add&s this task might be . 
\ 

difficult. 

> .z I 

Finally, one essential requirement 1 for implementing ‘small decentralized t I 

hydropower schemes on a regional -basis is a real and long-term commitment on 
. 

. .’ 

the part of the organizations and individuals concerned with- fol!bwing through 
I : 

‘C, 

with such a project. This requirement”may well be the most difficult to fulfill. 8. 

The approach taken by the ATM2 is not the conventional approach and therein lies 

the major obstacle-it does not fit into the usual slot. It requires organizations I. ’ v 
and individuals who can address a.-wide range of new needs including: 

L 

* an integrated. approach to -implementation where technical 

aspects are only one small part of. the overall work; * , 

*. new designs incorporating possibly non-conventional approaches ., TY ’ - 
-- ._* ’ 5 r : - 

and materials; m 
c i, . 

, 
* new approaches to funding; . 

* possibly new organ,i,zations at the local level or at least a new ‘” 

scope of-work for existing institutions; ( L .,@j&: : 

0 , 
. * training of a new level of trainees; and, / . .- 

* conscientious end-use planning and implementation. 
q 

. . P 



,i . It requires individuals’who are willing to work for extended periods of time ii, and 
. . . 

are committed to, the ‘more remote rural areas. Ittrequires a change in the , 

emphasis in- ., the objectives of hydropower progra’ms from ’ imported fuel : 
substitution to rural develooment. 

A 

~ - 
. . 2. 

I* 
. 

-- 
’ 

‘- .” Though not comprehensiveb this illustrates ‘the rather extensive scope of?e,effort 
I 

that l w6uld be required. Unless a real and long-term commitment can be made“- _ 
” .* - -. d -Lu 

-‘toward such a project, the cos,{ and’z’ility of the resultant hydropower schemes 
>- 

‘.-K 
/ bl L .-& ? 

L may not attain those found in Pakistan. /Careful planning for an effective project 
L i \ . 

is essential; otherwise, any attempt may prove expensive and discouraging and 
r - 

may not achieve the project’s anticipated objective 
\-. 

‘- . . 
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